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The PROwatt SW Series feature True Sine-Wave AC output with
540, 900 and 1800 continuous watts respectively. With high
surge capability, the PROwatt SW Series provides the necessary
current to startup demanding electrical loads such as variable
speed power tools, advanced electrical appliances, microwaves
and much more. In addition to dual GFCI AC receptacles, the
PROwatt SW Series include an innovative USB connection for
providing power to most USB chargeable devices. The PROwatt SW
Series offers many safety features not found in similar

inverters. When equipped with a remote control, the PROwatt SW
Series has the ability to provide automatic ignition lockout
shutting down the inverter’s output when the vehicle’s
ignition is not engaged.
Power inverter providing AC power anywhere you need it.
The compact, easy-to-use and easy-to-install design of the
PROwatt SW Series makes it ideal for use in commercial truck,
RV and marine applications. With True Sine-Wave output, the
PROwatt SW Series can provide power for all types of
electrical loads including, variable speed power tools,
advanced electrical appliances, microwaves and much more. The
PROwatt SW provides household AC power anywhere.

Xantrex ProSine Inverters

Xantrex ProSine 2.0 Inverter
2000 Watt Pure Sine Wave Inverter/Charger
Provides 2000 watts of pure sine wave AC power from a DC
source and 100-amp multistage battery charging.
A powerful all-in-one solution, Prosine 2.0 inverter/chargers
(part#805-2000 – hardwire version) deliver up to 2000 watts of
unsurpassed clean pure sine wave output power and combines
this with a 100 amp, multistage battery charger. Series
stackability allows for two units to power 240 VAC
applications such as power tools, over ranges, washer/dryer
combinations and air conditioners. The Prosine 2.0 is ideal
for upgrading your electrical system in a boat, RV, or a
utility vehicle. The system includes a full function LCD
remote control panel and battery temperature sensor.

Xantrex Freedom SW Inverter
The second generation 2000 watt model has been completely
redesigned to include many of the same great features found in
its high power counterpart.A key feature enhancement is
‘Generator Support Mode’ which enables the Freedom SW to
supplement a generator¹ when AC loads exceed the generator’s
capacity. The new generation models also feature improved AC
transfer/AC input detection time, providing the ability to
transfer AC loads to batteries in less than 10 milliseconds
when the incoming grid or generator power is lost. Connected
loads are almost unable to feel the power transition due to
this quick transfer time. Both models are approved to UL458
with marine supplement, CSA, ABYC and FCC, Class B
requirements.

NEW – PARALLEL AND SERIES STACKING
Parallel stacking enables the Freedom SW inverter/chargers to
double the AC output in inverter mode. Series stacking enables
the Freedom SW inverter/chargers to generate 120/240 V split
phase output²
² AC source must be split phase, requires Stacking Cable
(part# 808-9005)

